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Political News


The parliament voted to accept the Democrat Party’s charter amendment draft seeking to
reinstate the voting system to a 2-ballot system during a joint sitting of MPs and senators
on the last day of the deliberation. The vote keeps the power of the senate intact.
 It took lawmakers 6 hours and 30 minutes to debate yesterday on 13 charter
amendment drafts, finishing at around 23:25 hrs last night.
 It is reported that all 12 amendment drafts were shot down by lawmakers. Only
the 13th amendment drafts of the Democrat Party which proposed a switch back to
the election system endorsed in the 2007 charter in which voters use 2 ballots in a
general election and adjustments to the 20-year national strategy won 552 votes
(342 votes from MPs and 210 votes from senators, with 130 abstentions).
 As a result, the parliament voted to approve this draft with the support of
more than one-third of all 250 senators, or 84.
 The Senate has voted to reject the Phalang Pracharat Party (PPPR)’s charter
amendment draft seeking revisions of Section 144 which prohibits politicians

from taking part in the allocation of the national budget and 185 which governs
MPs’ roles in following up government efforts to solve social problems. Senators
agreed that the push to amend the 2 sections could undermine anti-corruption
mechanisms in the 2017 charter.
 Meanwhile government MPs did not vote in the same direction although most
PPRP MPs voted in support of all amendment proposals. It is said that Bhumjai
Thai MPs voted to accept all amendment motions but the PPRP’s 1 st amendment
motion and the 3rd amendment motion submitted by the opposition seeking to
return to a 2 ballot system and the 5th amendment motion submitted by the
opposition seeking to abolish the national strategy and the National Council for
Peace and Order’s orders as well as the 13th amendment motion submitted by the
coalition parties seeking to reinstate the voting system to a 2-ballot system.
 Interestingly, the opposition Pheu Thai Party voted in support of all charter
amendment proposals regardless of whether they are filed by the PPRP, the
opposition or the government coalition parties.



Piyabutr Saengkanokkul, as the leader of the Re-Solution group, announced that his
group is ready to submit the people’s charter draft backed by more than 70,000 names
gathered in its public signature campaign to Parliament.
 Piyabutr, also the secretary-general of the Progressive Movement, said he
believed that the real figures are higher than 70,000 because they are many names
of those who signed up for the campaign online that were left unaccounted for.
His group will continue to look for more names.
 He is confident that the Re-Solution group’s draft will be placed on the House
meeting agenda next this year.



Hundreds of demonstrators returned to the streets of Bangkok yesterday demand political
change and Prime Minister Gen Prayut Chan-o-cha to step down despite warnings from
police.
 3 separate groups of protesters marched to the parliament to demand Prime
Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha’s resignation and for constitution amendment
proposals from the opposition to be accepted.
 Yesterday rallies coincide with 2 major events, the 89th anniversary of the
Siamese revolution and the parliamentary debate and vote on 13 draft
constitutional amendments, proposed by political parties from both the
government coalition and opposition.
 Pro-democracy Ratsadon group and other affiliated groups gathered at the
Democracy Monument in Bangkok at dawn. A large placard reading “the country

belongs to the people” was placed across the iconic monument, along with other
political messages.
 Ratsadon leader Parit “Penguin” Chiwarak announced his goal of getting
Gen Prayut ousted from office within 2-3 months.
 In front of parliament, the group handed over a replica of a historic plaque, once
installed in the tarmac at the Royal Plaza by the revolutionaries and which went
missing in 2017, an open letter detailing their demands and a copy of the first
constitution to an opposition representative.
 Another group led by United front for Democracy against Dictatorship (UDD)
leader Jatuporn Promphan called for Gen Prayut to resign and be replaced with
any person who must act in accordance with the people’s will.
 Jatuporn then told protesters to disperse at around 19.40 hrs although other
groups continued through the evening at various locations in Bangkok –
Pathumwan Skywalk, Nang Loeng Intersection and Panichayakan
Intersection. He told protesters to return for another rally tomorrow.
 A total of 2,550 police will today be deployed to ensure law and order at these
gatherings and rallies.



A small commotion broke out late last night at the ‘Thai Mai Thon’ protest lead by the
Jauporn Promphan. The protest near the Government House was later called off and a
new one is planned for tomorrow (Saturday).
 Bottles were thrown at Sira Jenjaka a Member of Parliament from Phalang
Pracharat Party and an outspoken supporter of the current government and the
system saw bottles being thrown at him to a point that he had to run for his safety.



The Ministry of Digital, Economy and Society (DES) has threatened legal action against
Facebook for refusing to close the accounts of users deemed to have disseminated fake
news and criticised the monarchy.
 DES Minister Chaiwut Thanakhamanusorn made the remarks at the meeting of
committees on the suppression and solution of the dissemination of fake news
yesterday. He said local courts had ruled that 164 URLs should have the plug
pulled on them this month. The DES had sent warning letters to the internet
service providers and Facebook in Thailand to make them comply.
 The courts ordered 54 URLs to be closed, of which 19 were shut on June 2.
However, eight social media accounts, such as "Pavin Chachavalpongpun",

"Andrew MacGregor Marshall" and "Royalist Marketplace–Talad Luang", have
yet to be shut.


A taxi driver has made it know what others have not been able to openly say (especially
taxi drivers who are already suffering from low ridership).

 The window has the following words “I do not accept any rider from the military
or police until Prayut resigns”.

Covid-19 News


National Security Council (NSC) chief Gen Nattapon Nakpanich, who runs the Centre for
Covid-19 Situation Administration (CCSA)’s day-to-day operations, said the CCSA is
mulling a proposal that Bangkok be locked down for 7-days to contain the soaring
infections in the capital. The proposal was made by prominent medical experts.
 The NSC chief said he would put forward the proposal to the CCSA at a meeting
today for a final decision.

 Meanwhile, Prime Minister Gen Prayut Chan-o-cha is expected to have a personal
discussion with a medical expert team whether the proposed lockdown of the
capital is a probable measure.
 The measures come as the infections continue to rise and the number of hospital
beds remain in short supply.

 As of yesterday 1,564 people were in ICU units and 445 people were on
life support.


There are also plans to lower the number of days in hospital as there may be 10-days in
hospital and the remaining 14-days to be @ home (total of 24 days) but lots of questions
have been raised.



Covid-19 infections has continued to rise and today’s numbers are

 Today’s New Infections

-

3,644



 Community Infections

-

3,482

 Prison Infections

-

162

 Total New Recovery

-

1,751

 Total New Death

-

44

To make matters worse new clusters in Bangkok were found said Centre for COVID-19
Situation Administration (CCSA).
 The 3 new clusters in Bangkok are:
 A construction worker housing facility in Soi Ramkhamhaeng 7, Bang
Kapi district. Active screening of 241 workers found 164 (68%) of them
infected.
 Another construction worker site in Silom Soi 9, Bang Rak district. Active
screening of 257 workers found 126 (49%) of them infected.
 A crash helmet factory in Bang Khun Thian district. Screening of 600
workers found 160 (27.5%) have the disease.



Thailand’s Food and Drug Administration (FDA) yesterday announced its approval for
the Pfizer/BioNTech coronavirus vaccine for emergency use, making it the 6th COVID19 vaccine approved in Thailand.
 The Pfizer vaccine is the 6th vaccine to be added on to other 5 vaccines approved
for use in Thailand including AstraZeneca by AstraZeneca (Thailand) and Siam
Bioscience; Coronavac by Sinovac Lifescience imported by the Government
Pharmaceutical Organization; Johnson & Johnson by Janssen-Cilag (Thailand);
Moderna by Zuellig Pharma and Sinopharm imported by Biogenetech.

 Upon the latest approval, the government has put in an order for 20 million doses
of the Pfizer vaccine expected to be delivered before the end of the year. This
vaccine they say can be used for children from 12-years and above.



 AstraZeneca was approved for use on

-

January 20, 2021

 Sinovac

-

February 22, 2021

 Johnson & Johnson

-

March 25, 2021

 Moderna

-

May 13, 2021

 SinoPharm

-

May 28, 2021

 Pfizer

-

June 24, 2021

This comes as the number of vaccination in Thailand is falling far short of the numbers
targeted with barely 50% of the target being achieved each day.

 Yesterday only 251,985 doses were administered where as the need was for
478,395 doses to reach the 100 million doses administered by December 31, 2021

 That number has now gone from 478,395 to 479,580 due to the fact that
only 251,985 doses were administered yesterday.


The vaccination rates for the areas are as follows

 Bangkok and peripheral provinces
 Total population

-

14,852,388

st

 1 dose

-

2,796,720 (18.83% of population)

 2nd dose

-

981,703 (6.61%)

-

7,699,174

 1st Dose

-

1,956,813 (25.42%)

 2nd Dose

-

657,289 (8.54%)

 Bangkok
 Total Population

 Phuket
 Total Population

-

547,584

 1st Dose

-

348,885

 2nd Dose

-

260,544

 3 Islands of Samui, Koh Tao and Koh Phangan
 Samui
 1st Dose

-

57,611 (46.00%)

 2nd Dose

-

32,061 (25.60%)

 1st Dose

-

1,083 (19.70%)

 2nd Dose

-

648 (11.79%)

 1st Dose

-

2,365 (9.06%)

 2nd Dose

-

1,575 (6.04%)

 Koh Tao

 Koh Phangran



At this rate of vaccination being low is also likely to have an impact on the plans by Gen.
Prayut to open the country by October 14, 2021 (as per his announcement on June 16th
that he will open the country within 120 days from that day). Only 110 days remain.



To make matters worse Dr. Suppachok Kirdlarp, the doctor of infectious disease at
Ramathibodi Hospital, came out to say on his social media that the nearly 4,000 cases
being registered in Thailand was the tip of the iceberg because there is a limit on how
many PCR Swab Tests can be done as there is a shortage of beds to admit.
 Dr. Suppachok posted the details on his Facebook on the issue.



There are continued questions being asked about the 103 deaths from the inoculation in
Thailand.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Economic News


Deputy Prime Minister and Energy Minister Supattanapong Punmeechaow and Public
Health Minister Anutin Charnvirakul are scheduled to visit the Phuket Island today to
inspect the island’s readiness for the reopening of the island to foreign visitors the under
Phuket Sandbox scheme before Prime Minister Gen Prayut’s visit on July 1.
 The Ministry of Tourism and Sports estimated that on July 1 the island would
welcome around 400-500 foreign visitors, excluding 180 members of the Thai
Chamber of Commerce who will visit the island on the day, says Tourism and
Sports Minister Phiphat Ratchakitprakarn.



The Ministry of Finance insisted that it will return any leftover budget for the “Ying Chai
Ying Dai” e-voucher cashback scheme and phase 3 of the Khon La Khrueng co-payment
scheme to the 1-trillion emergency loan, if participant numbers do not meet the targets.
 While the co-payment scheme drew an overwhelming response from the public,
the ministry reported lacklustre feedback for the “Ying Chai Ying Dai” scheme.
There were 28.3 million people registering in the co-payment scheme as of June

24 from total eligible recipients of 31 million. The “Ying Chai Ying Dai” scheme
saw merely 400,000 people participating in the scheme as of 18.00 hrs yesterday.
 The ministry has sought a budget of 93 billion baht to fund the 3 rd round of the
co-payment scheme, says Fiscal Policy Office (FPO) director-general Kulaya
Tantitemit.
 If the targets are not met, any remaining budget will be returned to the emergency
loan for use in other projects, she said.


Meanwhile restaurant operators yesterday submitted a petition to the government calling
for loan support worth 30 billion baht with a 100% debt guarantee coverage from stateowned Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG).
 Thai Restaurant Association president Taniwan Koonmongkon, who submitted a
petition yesterday to the government via National Economic and Social
Development Council secretary-general Danucha Pichayanan, said the loan
scheme should be allocated from the existing 250-billion-baht soft loan
programme of the Bank of Thailand. Each operator should be entitled to receive
up to 5 million baht, with financial institutions considering applicants'
qualifications based on their annual revenues in 2018 and 2019, she said.
 According to Taniwan, 1,500 restaurants operate as companies and 100,000 are
run by individual taxpayers.



Thai shipments are gaining a recovery momentum following the Ministry of Commerce’
positive report.
 The ministry yesterday reported an increase of 41.59 per cent in Thai shipments
in May, the highest growth in almost 11 years.

 Thai export value totalled US$23.057 billion were balanced by a 63-per-cent rise
in imports to $22.261 billion, resulting in a positive trade balance of $795 million.
 Exports for the first 5 months (January-May) were valued at $108.635 billion, up
10.78 per cent, while imports were worth $107.141 million, up 21.52 per cent.
 The recovery grew in line with global economic recovery, especially in key
markets like the US, China, Japan and Europe, where manufacturers’ demand for
raw materials and intermediate products is rising.
 The Ministry maintained its full-year export growth target at 4 per cent but said
the outlook is brightening.


The Federation of Thai Industries (FTI) is upbeat on the auto industry’s recovery after
reporting near 80,000 car exports in May.
 The FTI reported an increase of 150.14% in car production in May while exports
were up 165.87 per cent as economic trading partners started to improve.
 The total production of automobiles produced in May 2021 totaled 140,168 units,
an increase of 150.14% from May 2020 due to a 126.01% increase in production
for export, FTI vice-chairman Surapong Paisitpatanapong, also spokesman for the
FTI’s automotive club, reported.
 Meanwhile, finished-vehicle exports in May 2021 stood at 79,479 units, an
increase of 165.87% from May 2020, increasing at a high rate due to last year’s
low base and an increase of 50.30 percent year-on-year because trading partners
started to have better domestic car sales.



Rumours have swirled that Central Pattana Plc (CPN) is preparing to wrap up talks to
acquire Siam Future Development Plc (SF), a SET-listed community mall developer, at
an estimated price of 12 baht per share once CPN major shareholders gives approval.

 Initially, it is said that CPN plans to buy all SF shares from Major Cineplex
Group (MAJOR) which owns a 29.58% stake or 630.66 million shares in SF. It
will then propose a tender offer for a remaining 70.42% stake. The deal is
expected to be wrapped up in mid-July.
 It is said that upon the acquisition of SF, CPN has its eye on Mega Bangna
Shopping Centre in which SF owns more than 47% retail space, contributing an
around 400-500 million baht per annum or more than 80% of the company’s core
operating profit.

General News


Two people have been killed, including a hospitalized Covid-19 patient after a former
soldier dressed in combat uniform and a red beret, attacked a field hospital in Pathum
Thani yesterday.
 Local police commander said the shooter mistook the Covid-19 patients for drug
addicts, adding that he hated drug users.
 Regional Police Chief Amphol Buarabporn said the attacker, a former soldier,
believed to be 23 years old, had killed 2 people. One, a patient, was killed in the
hospital, while a shop worker was shot dead earlier over a dispute in Bangkok.
 The field hospital in Pathum Thani where the ex-soldier fired gunshots had
previously been a drug rehabilitation center and had been refitted to treat Covid19 patients.

 Footage from CCTV shows the man, identified by local media as Kawin
Saengnilkul, dressed in a red beret, full combat gear and brandishing a weapon,
entering the hospital and leaving a victim behind him.

Political News Headlines in Thai Media


There is no evidence of any deaths tied to Covid-19 vaccines in the 7.9 million doses that
have been administered in Thailand, the Department of Disease Control (DDC) said on
Thursday, although several cases were still being investigated.
o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/28964/government-says-no-deaths-tied-to-covid19-vaccines-but-investigation-still-ongoing/



Apple Daily printed its last ever paper on Thursday morning. The newspaper, founded in
1995 by Jimmy Lai, confirmed that it was shutting down its print and online edition this
week after the Hong Kong government moved against it.
o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/28939/opinion-we-must-continue-the-work-thatapple-daily-started-in-the-face-of-oppression/



Last year on June 4, Hong Kong’s Victoria Park was filled with people commemorating
the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre.
o Linkhttps://www.thaienquirer.com/28935/opinion-hong-kongs-national-securitylaw-is-becoming-a-blueprint-for-others-in-the-region/



The image and video clip of a wild elephant bulldozing his way into a house in Hua Hin
went viral on Sunday and by Wednesday had sparked a flurry of entertaining memes.
o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40002413



Hundreds of pro-democracy protesters rallied in Bangkok on Thursday to call for the
government's resignation, defying warnings from authorities about the kingdom's soaring
coronavirus cases.
o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2137967/democracy-protestersrally-despite-covid-warnings



Police are gathering evidence to take legal action against protest leaders and participants
who turned up at city rallies on Thursday in violation of the emergency decree, says the
deputy Royal Thai police spokesman.
o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2138039/rallygoers-likely-toface-legal-action

Economic News Headlines in Thai Media


7-Eleven convenience stores have joined the government’s e-voucher stimulus campaign,
Ying Chai Ying Dai on Thursday, with selected promotions to alleviate the economic
burden from the Covid-19 outbreak.
o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/28953/7-eleven-rolls-out-price-cuts-to-supportpandemic-measures/



Thailand’s exports in May bounced by a better-than-expected 41.59 per cent from a year
earlier, the highest rate seen in 11 years, from low base levels induced by the pandemic in
2020, the Ministry of Commerce said Thursday.
o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/28949/exports-show-surprise-bounce-on-globaleconomic-recovery/



It has been over a year since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic. Measures such as
lockdowns and mask mandates have been imposed to curb the spread of the virus around
the world.
o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/28933/the-governments-sme-soft-loan-programcan-still-be-retuned-to-save-the-sector/



China’s customs department has asked Thailand’s Department of Agriculture to conduct
random checks on fruit orchards and packaging factories for contamination from
insecticides and the Covid-19 virus.
o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40002416



The Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) Index closed at 1,585.72 on Thursday, down 6.36
points or 0.40 per cent. Transactions totalled THB89.1 billion with an index high of
1,589.33 and a low of 1,569.93, as the SET fell for the sixth consecutive day.

o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/business/40002423


Domestic car sales rose 38.41% in May from a year earlier to 55,942 vehicles,
rebounding from a low base last year, the Federation of Thai Industries said on Thursday.
o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2137839/may-domestic-car-sales-up38-41-y-y



The Equitable Education Fund (EEF) has revealed increased school dropout rates as the
new semester begins, and found a correlation with households economically affected by
Covid-19.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2138011/education-dropoutfigures-keep-rising



Surat Thani's three resort islands will receive 100,000 doses of Covid-19 vaccines before
they reopen for tourists on July 15.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2138015/vaccine-plan-ontrack-to-reopen-3-resort-islands



A ministerial regulation on online ride-hailing services was announced in the Royal
Gazette on Wednesday, Transport Minister Saksayam Chidchob said.
o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2138035/govt-issues-ride-hailplan-rules



Two former employees of a major mobile network operator were arrested in Bangkok
and Saraburi for allegedly stealing prepaid cards from the firm's warehouse, causing
damages worth over 200 million baht.
o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2138203/ex-employees-stoleprepaid-cards-worth-b240m



Amid a property market slowdown and travel obstacles, developers are adopting digital
tools to boost residential sales from local and foreign demand as well as tapping into a
new generation of buyers offering sales via cryptocurrency.

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2138283/property-developers-look-totech


More than 1 million taxpayers who have yet to submit personal income tax forms for
2020 face a deadline of June 30 to file or they face a fine, says Revenue Department
director-general Ekniti Nitithanprapas.
o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2138191/revenue-warns-of-deadline



Siam Piwat Simon Co, the operator of Siam Premium Outlets Bangkok in Samut Prakan,
is negotiating with international fashion brands to open their shops at its outlet to lure
shoppers in the second half of the year.
o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2138091/siam-piwat-simon-wooingglobal-fashion-brands

Issues to be watched out for
 March 31-June 30, 2021 – The deadline extension to file personal income taxes for the
2020 tax year.
 June, 2021 – Siam Bioscience to start mass production plan of Covid-19 vaccines.
 June, 2021 – 6,174 private firms including around 1 million employees said they want the
vaccine distribution provided by the private sector in addition to the government’s plan to
inoculate factory workers.
 June, 2021 – Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC)’s debt holiday
is due to expire.
 June, 2021 – Thai Airways expects the bankruptcy court to hold hearings to consider and
approve the plan and also appoint an administrator.
 June 25, 2021 – Prime Minister Gen Prayut Chan-o-cha is scheduled to visit Phuket to
inspect its readiness for the reopening to foreign visitors as the Phuket sandbox scheme
will come into effect on July 1.
 June 29, 2021 – The 3 coalition parties, Democrat, Bhumjai Thai and Chartthai Pattana,
are planning to submit a charter amendment motion to return to a 2-ballot voting system
and curb powers of the Senate.

 June-September, 2021 – Thailand plans to administer 1st doses of AstraZeneca vaccine to
36 million people, according to the Public Health Ministry.
 June 30, 2021-year-end – The Bank of Thailand (BoT) extended its targeted debt
moratorium measures for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
 July, 2021 – TMB-Thanachart Bank (TMB-TBank) expects to complete the integration of
the 2 financial entities.
 July 1, 2021 – Vaccinated tourists can visit Phuket without undergoing mandatory
quarantine.
 July 15, 2021 – The reopening of the sealed routes on 3 islands -- Koh Samui, Koh
Phangan and Koh Tao –is expected to join the Phuket reopening plan.
 July 27, 2021 – The Criminal Court for Corruption and Misconduct Cases scheduled for a
hearing in a lawsuit filed by BTS Group Holdings against the governor of the Mass Rapid
Transit Authority of Thailand (MRTA) for illegally amending the bidding terms and
cancelling bidding for the construction of the western extension of the Orange Line.
 August, 2021 – A 3.1-trillion-baht budget spending bill for the fiscal year 2022 will be
tabled for 2nd and 3rd readings.
 September 1, 2021 – The government will collect value-added tax from Netflix, Youtube,
Google, Facebook as well as other e-commerce services.
 October, 2021 – Bangkok governor election is set to be held.
 October – December, 2021 - The 2nd doses of AstraZeneca would be administered.
 October 1, 2021 – The quarantine measure will be lifted in Krabi, Phang Nga, Pattaya and
Chiang Mai.
Key Data
SET Index


1,585.72

Link - https://www.set.or.th/en/company/ipo/upcoming_ipo_set.html

Global Commodities
 Metal -Link http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/commodities/futures/metals/

-6.36

 Energy -Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/energy/
 Baltic Dry Index (BDI)-Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BDIY:IND
Global Equity Market’s Movements
 Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/asia-pacific/
Asian Equity Markets Movement
 Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/

Information on June 24, 2021
Buying, Selling or Transfer of shares by Owners/Management
Stock Code

Volume

Value

Action

5,000
ADD

25.25 Purchase
Revoked by
Reporter

ADD
ADD
ADD
AIMIRT
CRM
ECF
HFT
HFT
HFT
HFT
HFT
HFT
INGRS
INET
INET
JTS
KUMWEL

5,000
35,000
100,000
8,000
100,000
15,036,500
11,400
268,000
300,000
122,300
177,700
190,000
20,000
15,400
250,000
30,000
107,200

25.25
25.36
25.75
12.2
2.6
0.74
6.8
6.75
6.8
6.8
6.85
6.8
0.91
4.16
4.4
29.57
4.17

Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Sale
Sale
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

KUMWEL
LPH
LPH
LPH
META
META
NMG
PLANET
PLANET
PRIME
SAK
SAK
SAK
COLOR
COLOR
COLOR
SE
SE
SE
SICT
SICT
STA
STI
SUSCO
TPLAS
TSTE
UTP
UTP
UTP

200,000
40,000
70,000
55,100
1,000,000
1,106,600
5,000,000
206,300
500,000
100,000
231,400
320,000
1,400,000
200,000
300,000
500,000
148,750,530
81,984,640
55,520
300,000
300,000
12,000
36,000
50,000
19,000
59,500
30,000
30,000
40,000

4.36
5.24
5.21
5.26
0.73
0.71
0.16
2.88
2.9
2.19
10.65
10.7
9.98
2.28
2.32
2.38
0.5
0.5
0.5
5.8
5.57
40
7.89
3.2
3.12
7
20
20.1
20.05

Sale
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Sale
Sale
Purchase
Sale
Sale
Sale
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Sale
Sale
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Sale
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase

XD, XE or XM or other notifications
For list of Companies that have dividend payment and AGM meeting schedules click on
http://www.set.or.th/set/calendarofevents.do

Trading Breakdown on the Stock Exchange of Thailand
Daily as of 24 Jun 2021
Unit: M.Baht
Investor Type

Buy
Value

%

Sell
Value

%

Net
Value

%

Local Institutions
Proprietary
Trading
Foreign Investors
Local Individuals

4,691.08
8,874.30

5.26
9.95

6,556.32
8,888.72

7.35
9.97

-1,865.24
-14.42

-

36,205.18
39,408.58

40.6
44.19

35,539.50
38,194.60

39.85
42.83

665.68
1,213.98

-

%
6.94
9.02

Net
Value
-6,940.61
3,814.08

%
-

39.66
44.39

-3,963.64
7,090.17

-

Monthly Cumulative between 1 - 24 Jun 2021
Unit: M.Baht
Investor Type
Local Institutions
Proprietary
Trading
Foreign Investors
Local Individuals

Buy
Value
105,088.67
149,343.94

%
6.51
9.25

Sell
Value
112,029.28
145,529.87

636,176.95
723,656.76

39.41
44.83

640,140.59
716,566.59

Yearly Cumulative since 1 Jan - 24 Jun 2021
Unit: M.Baht
Investor Type
Local Institutions
Proprietary
Trading
Foreign Investors
Local Individuals

Buy
Value
%
765,389.11
7.11
1,075,530.06 9.99

Sell
Value
%
808,966.08
7.52
1,069,545.60 9.94

Net
Value
-43,576.97
5,984.46

%
-

3,911,998.31 36.35
5,009,696.55 46.55

3,982,176.11 37
4,901,926.24 45.55

-70,177.79
107,770.30

-

Total Trading Value 89,179.13 Million Baht
Background Information –
The strength of each party in the Thai Parliament as of May 8, 2019 as per the report by the
Election Commission of Thailand. Elections took place on March 24, 2019


https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/news_all.php?cid=24



List of MPs - https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/download/article/article_20190508184334.pdf
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